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Securing Email Availability 

Every Email Stored and Available. 

Your email will pass through our redundant and highly available network before reaching your system. Every email is 
captured and spooled, and available to you 24x7x365 from any location. At any point that your email server is offline, 
you can simply login to FuseMail to continue working without interruption. 

Auto-Redeliver When Your Server Becomes Available. 

FuseMail automatically attempts redelivery when your system becomes responsive. Both incoming and outgoing 
emails can be redelivered from the mail spool back to mailboxes on your system. 

Secure, Redundant, Reliable. 

FuseMail's guaranteed uptime is 99.999% (less than 27 seconds of SLA downtime per month). Your data is 
protected, accessible via secure Web interfaces, and backed-up regularly. 

Rapid Deployment with No End-User Interaction Needed. 

There is no hardware or software to deploy. In most cases, only a few domain configurations are required in order to 
start using FuseMail. 

How it Works 

� Emails are delivered through FuseMail's fully redundant network. 

� Emails are spam and virus checked before being spooled. 

� Messages are entered into the spool, which can be stored for up to 90 days. 

� Emails are then passed on to your mail server. 

� If your email system is down, queued messages will be redelivered when the system comes back online. 

� Outbound messages may also be spooled. 

� The mail spool can be accessed through a secure web interface. 

Key Benefits 

� Extreme redundancy means no more bounced messages. 

� Circumvents downtime during planned mail-server maintenance. 

� Achieves geographically diverse email backups. 

� Sets up in under a day with no user involvement. 

� Gains additional efficiency through spam and virus checking. 
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